Our City
Year 2
4 weeks

Question?
What is special about Liverpool?
How did it become a city?

Overview
The children will learn about their own
home city of Liverpool, its’ location in the
British Isles and how it became
prosperous

Engagement
The children can ask their family of their
experiences of Liverpool, if they can tell
them about the history and famous
landmarks and events of the city.

Key Vocabulary
Liverpool, King, Royal Charter, investigate, River
Mersey, Beatles, slave, trade,
Bungalow semi- detached flats home house
human physical terraced Compass North
South East West settlement urban rural map
Sketch, tone, proportion, shape, detail
outline, structure
Tempo
Dynamics

Drone
Melody

Rhythm
Beat
Timbre/texture Duration

Architect, skyline,
adapt and modify.

waterfront, construction,

Curriculum spotlight
Art & Design
When drawing a picture of the Liverpool landscape the children will focus on
proportion and line.
They will develop blending skills when using watercolour paints.

Geography
Children will record and explore features of their local area and make a map of
their locality.
Children are to recall walks around the locality using geographical language.

History
The children will learn that Liverpool became important because of King John's
charter and how the city got its' name. The children will learn about the impact of
the city on the slave trade. Children will recognise and name historical buildings
in Liverpool.

Music
Children will rehearse and perform a descriptive music piece in two groups using voices
and instruments.
We will listen to some Beatles recordings and learn to analyse the songs.

DT
Children will design and make a model village of the Liverpool waterfront skyline .
Computing, English, Maths, PE, PSHE, RE & Science learning is not linked to
our topics but is taught alongside them.
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Topic – Our

Subject – Art and Design

City
Learning
objectives
Draw a picture
focussing on
proportion and
line.

Develop
blending skills
when using
watercolour
paints.
Emphasize the
outline and
details in a
drawing.

Learning activities
Look at photographs of the Liver Building. Talk about
the shapes that make up the main structure and details
e.g. windows.
On watercolour paper: Teacher sketches out each main
section bit by bit as children follow along. Discuss the
proportions. (Use the example by Ian Fennelly).
Add in wavy lines at the side to suggest the water in the
background. .
Look at paintings of local buildings by Ian Fennelly.
Discuss his use of colour: often unrealistic and abstract.
Give the children a scrap piece of paper to practise
blending watercolour paints.
Children use lots of water to blend any colours that they
like together on the Liver Building. Encourage them to
use a range of colours and to keep adding water to their
brush.
Once the watercolour painting has dried use black fine
liner pens to go over the pencil lines and to add in extra
detail: patterns in windows, clock etc.

Duration – 3
weeks

Pupil Assessment – Use line
to create different textured
effects.

Learning
outcomes
Sketch the outline
and main shapes
of a building.

Add colour to the
building using
watercolour paints.

Pupils not meeting
learning objectives

Pupils exceeding the
learning objectives

CommentsAdd details to the
building using pen.

Evaluate: Children write about/ talk about what they like Evaluate art work
about their painting and what they think they could do to through discussion.
make it even better.

Extension tasks/discussion/questions –
What are the main shapes that you can see inside the structure/building?
Draw a new building using your imagination.

Vocabulary to be developedSketch
tone, Proportion
outline, Structure

shape, Detail
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Topic: Our City

Subject area: Geography Duration: 3
weeks

Pupil Assessment – Children can

Learning objectives
1 Use fieldwork to
identify and record the
main features of the
local area

Learning activities
Discuss what they may see n a
local fieldtrip. Discuss the journey
on Google Street View. Show a
compass. Discuss safety.
Go to Aigburth Road past shops
etc.
Children to have a Scavenger Hunt
sheet with pencils and clipboards
(All use the same hunt or have
different groups with different
sheets. If whole class do Number 1)
Teachers-KS1 activities-local
area – Scavenger hunt.
Use a compass when out to discuss
which way is North / South etc.
Continue to use positional
language.

Learning outcomes
Children can record and
explore features of their
local area
Children will use
compasses on
playground, looking at
directions to the city.
Explore the playground
with them then complete
worksheet in class.

Pupils not meeting learning
objectives

Discuss findings. What human and
physical features did they see?
What kinds of homes and houses
were there?
What do I like best in the area?
What would I change?
What if everyone’s house looked
the same?
Recap the journey, placing the main
features in order. Write an individual
recount of the journey.

Children to recall their
fieldtrip using
geographical language

2. Describe the local
area and discuss

3 I can use what I
found out about the
local area to write a
recount of my journey

4-

explore and record features of their
local area

Pupils exceeding the learning
objectives

Comments-

Children can use what
they have found out
about the local area to
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Create a map of the
local area

-What did I see? / When I closed my write a recount of their
eyes what could I hear/smell?
journey.
Recap the fieldwork and the main
features that they saw. List on a
sheet. What showed up on the
online aerial
view? Children select a human or
physical feature and recreate it as a
3D image. Place objects on. Create
a messy map. Consider map
symbols and a key to be used.

Children can work with
others to make a map of
the local area

Extension tasks/discussion/questions

Vocabulary to be developed

Read information about Liverpool, looking at different
landmarks,

Bungalow semi- detached feature flats home
house human physical terraced Compass North
South East West settlement urban rural map
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Topic: Our City

Subject area: Music

Duration: 3

Pupil Assessment – Perform a

Pupils not meeting learning
objectives

Learning
objectives

Learning activities

Learning
outcomes

To listen to and
identify
contrasting
sections of
descriptive
music

Liverpool was designated UNESCO City of Music in 2015,
the only English city to hold the title.
Music Express Online-Our Land
Lesson 1 Watery myths
1. Just listen to the Scotland piece. The children are to think
about the sounds for water. They can then create their own
sound piece for the Mersey.
Children to listen to 3 different Beatles recordings. Teacher
can choose or children can (Following on from Hey
Grandude! in Reception). Complete a listening sheet for
music books. Focus on the elements of music.
Choose one of last week’s songs to perform. Add percussion
in.

Children can
rehearse and
perform their
descriptive music
in two groups
using voices and
instruments.

Listen to some
Beatles
recordings.
Perform a song.

song.

Pupils exceeding the
learning objectives

Listen to and
analyse a song.

Perform a piece
of music
accurately.

NC links
Use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes
Play untuned instruments musically
Listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality live and recorded music
Experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using the inter-related dimensions of music.
NC aims
Perform, listen to and evaluate music from range of periods (modern and Romantic).
Learn to sing and use their voices.
Understand and explore how music is created – pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure
and appropriate musical notations.

Comments

Extension tasks/discussion/questions

Vocabulary to be developed

Research a local myth and make up a piece of music about the
location - Liver Birds.

Tempo
Dynamics

Drone
Melody

Rhythm
Beat
Timbre/texture Duration
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Topic: Our City

Subject area: History

Learning
objectives

Learning activities

To understand
the importance
of a Royal
Charter and find
out about how
‘Liverpool’ got
its name

Using the website http://historyofliverpool.com/liverpool-kingjohn-1207-charter/ and it’s Magna Carta ppts discuss the
importance of Liverpool getting a Royal Charter in 1207
by King John. Using the above website children to
investigate how our city became known as Liverpool.

Write on Magna Carta sheet about how Liverpool
became a city.
To learn about To be able to plot the route taken by ships in the Slave
Liverpool’s role Trade Triangle and annotate their maps with the goods
in the Slave
bought, sold and traded. Show the children that some
trade.
buildings remember this link to Africa (Africa House,
faces on Cunard building, frieze around the town hall of
elephants and ships).
http://historyofliverpool.com/liverpool-slave-trade/

Duration: 3

Pupil Assessment – To understand

Learning
outcomes
To know that our
city became
important because
of King John and
how the city got its'
name

Pupils not meeting learning
objectives

To understand how
Liverpool became a
wealthy city
because of the
slave trade.

that Liverpool was such an important city
in the past because of its port.

Pupils exceeding the learning
objectives

Comments

Complete slave trade worksheet labelling the countries and
city that were key in the Slave Trade.

To be able to
name historical
buildings in
Liverpool.

Children make a list of famous Liverpool buildings. As a
class use Google maps in street view mode to locate
and discuss them. E.g. Liver building, Beatles homes,
Cavern club, football stadia.

To name, see and
discuss historical
buildings.

Design a holiday leaflet to advertise to people why you
should visit Liverpool.
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NC aim: gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into different contexts:
understanding the connections between local, regional, national and international history; between
cultural, economic, military, political, religious and social history; and between short- and long-term
timescales
To know significant historical events, people and places in their own locality
NC Attainment: changes within living memory – where appropriate, these should be used to reveal
aspects of change in national life

Extension tasks/discussion/questions
Make a list of other famous figures from Liverpool

Topic – Our City

Curriculum Area: DT

Vocabulary to be developed
Liverpool, King, Royal Charter, investigate, River Mersey, Beatles,
slave, trade, trading, port, bought, sold, owned, owners, world
famous, popular, wealthy.
Pupil Assessment – To
design new building in
Liverpool Skyline.
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Learning objectives

Learning activities

Learning outcomes

1.Learn about
professional construction
professions.

Invite an architect into school to talk
about their work. Look at photos &
pictures of Liverpool waterfront.

To recognise the Landmarks of the
Liverpool waterfront.
Learn about the job of an architect.

1. To relate what they
learn to their own
ideas.

2. Generate ideas by
drawing on their
own experiences.
Use knowledge of
existing products to
help come up with
ideas.

3. Evaluate product as

Design brief – design and make a
model village of the Liverpool
waterfront skyline.
Design a new building to fit in with the
Liverpool waterfront. Sketch different
ideas.
Using a variety of materials – lego,
straws, polydron, newspaper and
masking tape, cardboard, junk
modelling etc
Make a building to fit in a class
waterfront- some children to copy
existing buildings

it develops
identifying strengths
& possible changes
they might make
Extension tasks/discussion/questions
Arrange the models in different locations
with different backgrounds to observe how
this affects the overall look of the scene.

To assemble & join components to make
realistic models of waterfront
Use components & materials to model
ideas.

Pupils not meeting
learning objectives

Pupils exceeding the
learning objectives

Develop designs through talking &
modelling.

To make judgments about the outcome
of their work.
Decide how well the model matches the
design criteria agreed earlier

CommentsChildren to discuss the
impact of their building
on the Liverpool
skyline.

Vocabulary to be developed
Architect, skyline, waterfront, construction, adapt and
modify.
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